Effect of different types of auditory stimulation on vowel formant frequencies in multichannel cochlear implant users.
Two experiments investigating the effects of auditory stimulation delivered via a Nucleus multichannel cochlear implant upon vowel production in adventitiously deafened adult speakers are reported. The first experiment contrasts vowel formant frequencies produced without auditory stimulation (implant processor OFF) to those produced with auditory stimulation (processor ON). Significant shifts in second formant frequencies were observed for intermediate vowels produced without auditory stimulation; however, no significant shifts were observed for the point vowels. Higher first formant frequencies occurred in five of eight vowels when the processor was turned ON versus OFF. A second experiment contrasted productions of the word "head" produced with a FULL map, OFF condition, and a SINGLE channel condition that restricted the amount of auditory information received by the subjects. This experiment revealed significant shifts in second formant frequencies between FULL map utterances and the other conditions. No significant differences in second formant frequencies were observed between SINGLE channel and OFF conditions. These data suggest auditory feedback information may be used to adjust the articulation of some speech sounds.